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Agenda

● Pursue mobile happiness.

● Yield management: Header Bidding is here to stay.

● Programmatic is not for remnant. Direct deals 

coming to programmatic.

● Active View & Viewability.

● Ads Fraud.
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With the shift to mobile, the way we 
consume content has changed…

2 years ago!!!



UI Today

“ For the first time this 
summer, more Google 
searches were completed 
on mobile devices than 
desktop computers

Amit Singhal, August 2015 ”



of people abandon a website that 
takes more than 3 seconds to load53%

Performance



2 Poor consumer perceptions of mobile web experiences

1 Evolving ecosystems of closed distribution models

3 Monetization at the content level is hard 

4 Technology updates are outpacing development cycles

5 Ad Blockers are a challenge to the industry

Publishers are faced with new challenges
With a common objective: an open ecosystem of knowledge



So we need something...

Fast Easy to 
implement

Mobile 
Friendly 

Embrace the 
open web

Gives strong 
Incentives

✔⚡



How to make fast web pages

● Simplify the pages
○ Less Javascript

● Optimize the bandwidth
○ Get the best content for your device (image resolution etc.)

○ Parallelize the loading (asynchronous load)

● Cache the pages
○ Use Content Delivery Servers to store a local copy of the pages

⚡



Introducing 

Accelerated Mobile Pages

Web pages, today Accelerated Mobile Pages



What is AMP?

HTML5
(AMP HTML)

JavaScript
(AMP JS)

CSS3
(Custom styling)

Global Proxy 
Cache

(AMP Cache)



How does it work?

AMP-HTML 

Ad revenue and analytics

HTML

Speed up by the AMP 
Cache

CMS



Your website...

Web server

Local copy of your assets

 Without the AMP cache  With the AMP cache

Web server
Edge server

Edge server

Edge server

Edge server

Edge server

Edge server

Edge server



AMP-HTML on 
Google Search 
driving content 
discovery

Google will display articles 
created using AMP-HTML in new 
carousels on search…



Beyond News

We will also create article 
carousels for topics related to 
soft news like

● “pasta recipes”
● “visit barcelona”
● “uk music festivals”

Illustrative Mocks



…..and ultimately across multiple Google surfaces.

Now On TapGoogle News Play NewsstandGoogle Now

Illustrative Mocks



Reading Experience 
using AMP-HTML

Articles are cached and load 
instantly

Publishers have control over 
visual design and business 
model

Supports existing ad formats

Deepen engagement with 
related articles



Yield optimization: Header Bidding is not 
going away, but we should cook it right...
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Yield management has evolved over time

Reservation Buying
ads sold via direct 
transactions between 
advertisers/agencies and 
publishers

Reservation 
Buying

ANO / 
Mediation

Supply Side 
Platforms

Header 
Bidding

Programmatic 
Direct

ANO/Mediation
Ad networks aggregated 
inventory and sold it to 
advertisers.

Helped publishers by selling 
inventory they could not sell 
themselves

SSPs
Yield management 
platform that helped 
sellers consolidate 
management of their 
existing demand channels 
with emerging forms such 
as RTB

Programmatic Direct
Channel for partners to 
secure and transact 
premium campaigns on 
their most valued ad 
inventory

Header Bidding
Ad mediation technique 
where partners can run a 
real time pre-assessment 
of the value of their 
inventory
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In the ecosystem today, partners have a number of demand sources 
to plug directly into their ad server

19

Ad Networks/ANO3rd Party Reservations and 
Guarantees SSPs and Exchanges

Header Bidding
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Tag and header implementations remain complex and increase the 
number of inefficiencies for partners

Operational Complexity

Setting up and maintaining the 
appropriate configuration is 

onerous

Suboptimal Yields

CPMs approximation leads to 
an inefficient auction, with 

publishers leaving revenue on 
the table

Payment Discrepancies

There may be a significant 
discrepancy (up to 5-10%) 

between what buyers bid and 
what they pay, difficult to audit

Increase in latency

Header tags can introduce 
significant delay in page load due 
to excessive timeouts needed for 

header bidding over a client 
connection
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Many publishers want the opposite of where the ecosystem is 
evolving towards

Simplified workflow and 
operations

More revenue with 
minimal discrepancies

Protect user experience 
and limit latency 
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A Server to Server integration is a superior technical solution 

Seamless integration SpeedUnified Auction No discrepancy

Optimize page load 
speed and minimize 

latency

Publishers can use 
existing tagging or SDK 

implementation

Complete alignment on 
what buyers bid and 
what they effectively 

pay

Accurate real-time CPMs 
competing with Ad 
Exchange in DFP 

Dynamic Allocation
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Where Exchange Bidding comes into play
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Exchange Bidding

- Uses passbacks

- Static waterfall
- Complex config, 1 imp 
hits DFP x times
- No guarantee of imp/rev

- Very high latency (5+s)

- Uses mediation chains 
that are played client side
- Algorithmic decision
- Simpler setup w/ avg. 
CPM collection automated
- No guarantee of imp/rev

- High latency (1+s)

ANO/Mediation

- Uses DA w/ Exchanges

- Server-side auction
- Simplified setup w/ 
integrated reports+billing
- Guarantee of imp. & rev. 
based on bid

- Low latency (150-200ms)

Waterfall RTB & DFL

- Uses header tag/wrapper 
for price signals on client
- Client-side "auction"
- Complex setup/reports

- No guarantee of imp/rev

- Medium latency (500+ms)

Header Bidding

Exchange 1 Exchange 2

DFP + AdX

Network 1

Network 2

AdX

ANO

- 1 Exchange w/ direct 
DSP integrations
- Server-side auction
- Simple setup

- Guarantee of imp & rev 
based on bid

- Very low latency (100ms)

Exchange 1 Exchange 2

DFP + AdX
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Publisher Value Proposition: Exchange Bidding minimizes complexity and 
latency while maximizing yields and protecting the user experience 

Yield

User Experience

Simplicity

Transparency

● Increase yield with multiple exchanges competing with 
precise CPMs, via RTB

● Avoid page load latencies with parallel server-side callouts

● Eliminate operational complexity of managing header tags & 
multiple DFP line-items, no code changes required

● Consolidated reporting and billing and under net 30 terms
● Reduce discrepancies
● Prevent bid fraud

24



Direct Programmatic will be (is) the new 
trend



Using technology and 
audience insights to 

automatically buy and run 
a campaign in real time -- 
reach the right user with 

the right message.

 WE’VE ALL HEARD THE PROGRAMMATIC BUYING BUZZ

Google Confidential and Proprietary



Brand Safety Concerns

Perceived Complexity of Managing Campaigns 
      

 Lack of 

Transparency

Inventory Discoverability

BUT, ACCORDING TO MARKETERS, THERE ARE STILL CHALLENGES...

Source: adexchanger
Google Confidential and Proprietary



Bringing 
automated 

technology to 
high priority 

inventory 
transactions.

PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT IS CHANGING THE CONVERSATION

1/ ADVERTISER
 

2/ DATA

4/ PUBLISHER 3/ TECHNOLOGY

Google Confidential and Proprietary



1/ EFFICIENCY

Objective How it Works

Spend less time on 
tedious manual tasks - 
sending out RFPs, 
searching for avails, 
negotiating, and more 
time on the things that 
are higher value – such 
as creative, campaign 
strategy, optimization. 

1) Automation; no need for insertion 
order or trafficking tags

2) Audience management; better reach 
& frequency caps across all your buys

3) Reduce waste by limiting excessive 
exposure on any one site thru a single 
buying tool 

Google Confidential and Proprietary
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Secure higher 
priority 
opportunities to 
reach your target 
audience

Objective How it Works

1) Target publisher-defined contextual 
or audience segments

2) Only bid on audiences that fit within 
your campaign reach and frequency 
objectives

3) Gain higher priority access to your 
ideal target users

2/ AUDIENCE ACCESS



1) Select specific endemic sites

2) Review exactly where ads ran and 
feel comfortable with brand 
associations

3) Test layering on additional 
targeting options available in DBM

How it Works

3/ CONTROL 

Objective

Gain more 
transparency 
around where and 
to whom your 
message is 
delivered

Google Confidential and Proprietary



Secure unique 
display, mobile, 
and video 
placements on 
premium inventory 

Objective

4/ CONTEXT

How it Works

1) Run innovative, creative ad 
formats on selected sites

2) Gain access to unique ad 
placements that aren’t available in 
the open market

3) Secure premium content (ATF) 
across category channels within a 
publisher's site - as an example

Google Confidential and Proprietary



Source: IDC RTB in the US and WW, October 2013

1/3 OF ALL PROGRAMMATIC BUYS WILL BE DIRECT IN 2017
Forecasted US Programmatic Direct Growth 

Google Confidential and Proprietary



Open                 
Auction

Real-Time Bidding   
Unreserved Inventory

Unreserved          
Fixed Rate

Preferred Deals      
Unreserved Inventory

Invitation-only 
Auction

Private Auction       
Unreserved Inventory

RTB / Programmatic                                                                                  Higher Priority/ Programmatic Direct

publisher publisher publisher publisher

advertisers advertisers
advertiser advertiser

Automated 
Guaranteed

Programmatic Guaranteed 
Reserved Inventory



Publishers Formats Deal Type

Open Auction

Invitation-only Auction 
& Unreserved Fixed

Automated 
Guaranteed

DOUBLECLICK UNLOCKS THE WEB

Display

Mobile

Video



Control over rates

Access to new ad budgets

Transparency into buyers

Control over formats 

Protect value of content

PUBLISHERS EMBRACE PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT

Inventory spans
thousands of Top 

Publishers 

Google Confidential and Proprietary



Awareness Consideration Favorability Intent Purchase

Upper Funnel                                                                                                                 Lower  Funnel
Brand                                                                Performance

Yesterday

Tomorrow Programmatic
Reservation, Direct, Open

BRAND MARKETERS SHIFT TO PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT

Google Confidential and Proprietary

Reservation Buys  Programmatic

Reservation 
Buys



[Programmatic Direct] uses the same pipes you would use 
for RTB to actually execute the buy. This provides the 
efficiencies of programmatic with the benefits of buying 
direct.

Dr. Mark Grether, COO of Xaxis
 



It shouldn't take a 
scene to be seen...
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Viewability and Active View definitions

Active View is Google’s viewable impression 

measurement technology. It’s our solution for 

measuring and buying viewable impressions across 

the web.  It measures in real time, on an 

impression-by-impression basis, whether or not an 

ad was viewable to a user. It’s effortless, free, and 

integrated into all of our advertising platforms, 

including AdX. 

Viewability is a measure of whether or not 

an ad had a chance to be seen by a user. It 

gives marketers the base knowledge that 

their message was seen by providing 

metrics around the actual number of times 

an ad appeared in front of a user.

Viewability Active View
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Active View measures viewability according to MRC 
definition

Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Complete & accurate Tagless & consistent 
implementation Cross platform Optimized

50%
Minimum

of the ad
1s for

At least

video
2s for

display



USE THESE BLOCKS AS APPROXIMATE ALIGNMENT GUIDES
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AdX’s Active View solution has two pieces 

42

Bid 
Request

Bidder’s 
Magic

Bid 
Response Auction

Winning 
Bid

Post 
Impression 
Reporting

#1 
Predicted 

Viewability Signal

#2 
Viewability 

Measurement

Slide has 
animation



Proprietary + ConfidentialHow predicted viewability signal works on AdX
When available, bid requests from AdX include a predicted viewability percentage for the adslot. The 
value is an estimate of the likelihood that the impression will be viewable by the end user based on 
Active View data and a machine learning model.  

● Viewability is a valuable signal buyers can use to 
optimize their bidding on AdX, providing more 
insight and transparency into the potential value of 
the inventory they are bidding on.

● Viewability is a stronger predictor of user 
engagement than Above-the-fold vs Below-the-fold 
(ATF/BTF) since it’s based off actual historical data 
showing whether or not users are actually viewing 
the ads in that inventory.

Why should this matter for AdX buyers?
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~95%
overall viewability signal coverage on AdX inventory

*Coverage of the viewability signal is the % of bid requests that include a predicted viewability value. 
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Viewability signal coverage by format, inventory source

Inventory Display Coverage Video Coverage

Desktop ~95% ~95% (instream)

Mobile Web ~95% ~95% (instream)

Mobile App ~95% ~95% (instream)

Mobile App Interstitial ~95% ~95%

CTV n/a 100%*

*CTV viewability is not measured by Active View 

Key Takeaway: ~95% of AdX bid requests include a predicted viewability rate

Note:  The actual predicted viewability rate will vary by each inventory source for video and display
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AdX’s Active View solution has two pieces 
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Bid 
Request

Bidder’s 
Magic

Bid 
Response Auction

Winning 
Bid

Post 
Impression 
Reporting

#1 
Predicted 

Viewability Signal

#2 
Viewability 

Measurement
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Viewability measurement primer

Total impressions: 1,000,000

Eligible impressions: 900,000

Measurable impressions: 
800,000

Viewable 
impressions:

350,000

● Eligible impressions: Impressions that 
are associated with an Active 
View-enabled ad tag that have 
successfully communicated with 
Google’s servers (i.e, Active View is 
turned on).

● Measurable impressions: Impressions 
that out of all eligible impressions can 
actually be measured with Active View 
technology.

● Viewable impressions: Impressions 
that out of all measurable impressions 
were considered viewable based on 
MRC standards.

4747

Slide has 
animation
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Viewability measurement primer (Continued)

Total impressions: 1,000,000

Eligible impressions: 900,000

Measurable impressions: 
800,000

Viewable 
impressions:

350,000

% Measurable 

Measurable impressions (800,000) / Eligible 
impressions (900,000) = 88.88%

% Viewable 

Viewable impressions (350,000) / 
Measurable impressions (800,000) = 
43.75%

4848
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Online ad fraud will cost advertisers $7.2 
billion globally this year.

according to ad security company White Ops

http://www.whiteops.com/files/WO-ANA-2015-Bot-Baseline-Report.pdf
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Online Advertising binds Users, 
Advertisers, and Publishers into a 
mutually beneficial triad

$

Adv Pub

User

Online Advertising Ecosystem

50
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Invalid traffic

Traffic that typically does not 
represent genuine user interest or 
intent.

Ad fraud

Ad interactions generated for 
the purpose of tricking you into 
believing your traffic is from 
authentic user interest.
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Invalid traffic

Traffic that typically does not 
represent genuine user interest or 
intent.

Ad fraud

Ad interactions generated for 
the purpose of tricking you into 
believing your traffic is from 
authentic user interest.

Invalic
traffic Ad fraud

Invalid
Traffic Ad Fraud
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Blending science and art
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How we fight invalid traffic

A comprehensive approach
We have implemented defenses 
that rely on a sophisticated 
combination of people, technology, 
and policy.
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How we fight invalid traffic

Industry collaboration
Our collective success relies on 
collaboration. Building, maintaining, and 
extending trust relies on collaboration. 

“Google has been at the forefront of the 
fight against digital ad fraud”
    -- Mike Zaneis, CEO, TAG
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Malware and botnets
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Clickjacking
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Clickjacking
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Accidental clicks
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Finding something 
is harder when it 
doesn’t want to be found
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Filter
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Bedep
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Bedep
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Treatment



The spammers have nowhere to hide
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Steps advertisers can take

● Be aware and stay informed
○ But be careful with the “hype” and “big headlines”

● Focus on the measurement of real ROI
○ Views, clicks, CTR, etc. are not real ROI

● Hold everyone accountable and support industry efforts
○ E.g., require MRC accreditation, participate in TAG, etc.

● Use entire DCLK stack to get integrated comprehensive protection
● Follow your guidelines

○ 10 Golden Rules
○ Global and regional guidelines


